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Two- and N-step correlated models for the analysis of molecular dynamics
trajectories of linear molecules in silicalite

Pierfranco Demontis,a) Giuseppe B. Suffritti, and Antonio Tilocca
Dipartimento di Chimica, Universita` degli Studi di Sassari, Via Vienna 2, I-07100 Sassari, Italy

~Received 25 April 2000; accepted 2 August 2000!

Recent molecular dynamics data on the diffusion of linear diatomic and triatomic molecules in the
zeolite silicalite are analyzed in terms of a new correlated model@F. Jousse, S. M. Auerbach, and
D. P. Vercauteren, J. Chem. Phys.112, 1531 ~2000!# capable to account for both first- and
higher-order correlation effects. This ‘‘N-step’’ model reproduces very well our calculated mean
square displacements and diffusion coefficients of the molecules considered. The improvements
with respect to the results obtained with our previous ‘‘two-step’’ model@P. Demontis, J. Ka¨rger, G.
B. Suffritti, and A. Tilocca, Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys.2, 1455 ~2000!# are remarkable for all
molecules except chlorine, showing that only in this case the effect of~negative! correlations
spanning more than two jumpsbetween channel intersections~;20 Å! can be neglected. The basic
trajectory analysis in terms of single- and two-step models, besides being an useful reference,
providesall the input data needed for the application of theN-step model. Indeed, in its silicalite
formulation, theN-step model is strongly linked to the two-step one because it calculates the
probability of a sequence of jumps in the same channel by means of the correlations between any
two consecutive jumps. Finally, the possibility to obtain qualitative insight into the diffusive
mechanism through various kind of correlation coefficients is discussed. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!70741-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The diffusion of guest molecules in zeolites is often co
veniently considered as proceeding by uncorrelated h
from site to site.1–3 This ‘‘random-walk’’ ~RW! picture is
useful both to extend the time scale of the simulations4–7

compared to that accessible by standard molecular dyna
~MD! methods,8,9 and to gain insight into the diffusion
mechanism.10–14 In a basic random-walk representation
molecular propagation in zeolite silicalite the molecular m
tion is resolved into a series of uncorrelated jumps betw
adjacent channel intersections.1 When consecutive jumps ar
not completely uncorrelated, the random-walk picture is
more adequate, and the effects of correlation should be ta
into account. We have previously devised a ‘‘two-ste
model for the molecular diffusion in silicalite, which consid
erably improves the random-walk description of the diff
sion of ethane at different loading and temperature15 and of
linear diatomic and triatomic flexible molecules at infini
dilution.16 This observation shows that, while the RW unco
related picture may be appropriate in the case of sm
spherical sorbates such as methane and xenon,1,17–20the mo-
tion of small linear species in silicalite can exhibit significa
correlation effects. The two-step model merges each pa
two successive displacements between channel intersec
and represents the molecular motion as a sequence of
double steps. Each two-step jump is assumed to be unc
lated from the others. This assumption is much more ac
rate than the random-walk one, but it can still be inadequ
for sorbates with long-range diffusive memory where high

a!Electronic mail: demontis@ssmain.uniss.it
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order correlations could be present. Jousseet al.21 have re-
cently developed a general model for the diffusion in ze
lites; when applied to silicalite this model deals wi
correlation effects in a more complete and efficient way
lowing us to incorporate the residual correlation not includ
in the two-step model. This is achieved by cutting the m
lecular motion into an uncorrelated sequences of jum
Each sequence is made ofN consecutive jumps between ad
jacent intersections in the same channel: accordingly,
model will be termed ‘‘N-step’’ in the following. The input
data needed to compute theN-step diffusion coefficients are
easily derived from the probabilities and durations of sing
and two-step displacements. Therefore, a suitable way
study the nature and extent of correlation effects in silica
should in any case proceed by analyzing the MD traject
via the RW and two-step models. This analysis provides b
the data required to compute the diffusion coefficients
cording to the two corresponding models and those neede
apply theN-step model and to evaluate the diffusion co
stants according to it. In this article we apply this method
the diffusion of linear diatomic and triatomic molecules re
resenting halogens, carbon dioxide, and carbon disulfid
silicalite at infinite dilution, whose two-step data have r
cently been reported.16 As for ethane, the motion of thes
species shows significant correlation effects. It is import
to understand how these effects affect the diffusive moti
The spatial and temporal extent of the diffusive memory,
well as its detailed features~e.g., the presence of positive o
negative correlation! are very important parameters both f
a qualitative understanding of the diffusive behavior and
improving stochastic diffusion simulation methods whi
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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7589J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 MD trajectories of linear molecules in silicalite
should include such effects.14 From this perspective we illus
trate the utility of a comparison between diffusion mod
including correlations up to different orders. The two-st
model, incorporating only correlation between two conse
tive jumps, is a sort of first-order improvement to the R
picture. However, in the silicalite case, the two-step para
eters~i.e., data obtained from a direct analysis of the M
trajectory in terms of the two-step model!15 are actually the
only input data required to theN-step extension21 ~see Sec.
II !. In view of that, they appear to hold more informatio
concerning the correlation effects than just first-order effe
so that a two-step analysis is an important starting point fo
complete study of correlation effects in the diffusion of sm
linear molecules in silicalite.

II. CALCULATIONS

The microporous structure of silicalite is made
straight channels intersecting orthogonally with sinusoi
channels both with diameter of about 5.5 Å. The arran
ment of channels in a unit cell is schematically depicted
Fig. 1, where the three main two-step jumps are also ill
trated. The details of the MD simulations and the analysis
the trajectories in terms of single-step and two-step jum
are reported in Ref. 16, and we will shortly summarize the
The full flexibility of both the zeolite lattice and the gue
species was accounted for through effective potentia16

while the intermolecular interaction between the host fram
work and the guest molecules was modeled through
Lennard–Jones potential; as only one sorbed molecul
considered in each simulation, no guest–guest interact
are present. For each molecule considered, an MD run o
ns was carried out. The MD trajectory provides the ‘‘sta

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the channels geometry in a silic
unit cell; channels are represented by continuous lines. The three main
step jumps are shown as thick lines: (sss), two displacements in straigh
channels, in the samey direction;~sw!, a switch from a straight to a zigza
channel, or vice versa; (zzs), two displacements in zigzag channels, in t
samex direction.
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dard’’ total diffusion coefficients and its components throu
the long-time slope of the corresponding mean square
placement~MSD! curves.8 Moreover, after mapping the mo
lecular path in terms of the channel intersections visited
succession, we determined the number and duration
‘‘single’’ steps~i.e., simple jumps between adjacent interse
tions! and ‘‘two-steps’’~i.e., displacements composed of tw
consecutive single steps, crossingthree intersections!. In the
RW model the MSD components are associated to the n
ber of single steps in the straight and sinusoidal chann
while the MSD components according to the two-step mo
can be expressed by means of the calculated numbers o
three types of two-step displacements shown in Fig. 1. T
corresponding expressions and the underlying theory
thoroughly described in Ref. 15.

In theN-step model21 the focus is on the sequences ofN
successive jumps~i.e., N consecutive single steps! in the
same channel: in silicalite the three-dimensional arrang
ment of orthogonal channels entails that all correlation is l
as soon as the molecule turns from a straight into a s
soidal channel, or vice versa. Accordingly, if each seque
ends when the molecule switches channel, two succes
sequences will beuncorrelatedfrom each other. Therefore
by extracting from the molecular trajectory the sequences
N jumps in each channel the motion can be precisely
scribed as a general random walk where each random
placement actually is aN-step sequence made of seve
single steps within the same channel. The general expres
for the MSD along thex axis is then

^x2~ t !&5Nseq
zc ~ t !^x2&seq, ~1!

whereNseq
zc (t) is the number of uncorrelated sequences in

zigzag channel observed in the timet, and^x2&seq the MSD
averaged over such sequences; a similar expression hold
the straight channel. When the results arising from this k
of expressions are more accurate, the less correlation per
between the events they are made from. While in the s
dard random-walk model in silicalite1 each event is a single
displacement between two adjacent intersections~i.e., ^x2&seq

in Eq. ~1! is the square distance between adjacent inters
tions along the sinusoidal channel!, the two-step expression
have been built considering all possible sequences of
single steps,15 and the corresponding distance covered
each such sequence. As noted above the extension to
N-step model in silicalite is rather direct: it only requires t
numbers of two-step events observed in the MD trajectory
well as the duration of single steps in both channels, i.e., d
already available from our previous random-walk and tw
step analysis. Indeed, as shown by Jousseet al.,21 by ex-
pressing the total number of sequencesNseq as a function of
the two-step data and noting that, due to the strict alterna
of sequences in straight and zigzag channels,Nseq

sc 5Nseq
zc

5(1/2)Nseq the number of sequences in either channel
given by

Nseq
sc ~ t !5Nseq

zc ~ t !5F ts

psz
1

tz

pzs
G21

t, ~2!

wherets andtz are the average time lengths of single steps
the straight and zigzag channel, respectively, whilepsz and

ite
o-
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7590 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 Demontis, Suffritti, and Tilocca
pzs are the two-step probabilities of moving in a zigzag cha
nel after a step in a straight one, or vice versa.22 The average
MSD during one sequence, in terms of jumps, is:

^n2&seq5
11px

12px S 1

12pD , ~3!

where p is the ‘‘channel probability’’ that the molecule’
next jump will be in the same channel; it equals 12psz for
the straight and 12pzs for the zigzag channel.x is the cor-
relation coefficient, given by (pss

s 2pss
o )/(pss

s 1pss
o ) for the

straight and (pzz
s 2pzz

o )/(pzz
s 1pzz

o ) for the zigzag channel
the notation is the same we adopted in Refs. 15 and 16:pss

s

is the probability of moving twice in the same directio
along the straight channel,pss

o in opposite directions, and th
same for the zigzag channel. The effective MSDs for o
N-step sequence alongx or y, to be inserted in Eq.~1!, are
obtained by multiplying the correspondinĝn2&seq times
(a/2)2 or (b/2)2, respectively~a and b are the lattice con-
stants!. Finally, the MSD alongz takes the form

^z2~ t !&5~c/2!2
1

22~psz1pzs!
Nseq

zc ~ t !. ~4!

To sum up, in the basic RW model the possible corre
tion involving subsequent hops between two adjacent in
sections is not considered at all: this crude assumption wo
give good results only if the hops were completely uncor
lated. In the two-step extension the correlation between
two subsequent hops is fully accounted for: this is the str
gest type of correlation present, and it can be considered
first-order correction to the RW model. However, as sho
below, the inclusion of higher-order corrections is necess
in order to properly reproduce the diffusive behavior of
most all the molecules considered in this article. While t
could have been achieved by building three-, four- etc.- s
correlated models analogous to the two-step one, the wor
Jousseet al.21 and the results presented in this article sh
that this further effort is not necessary, at least for sm
diatomic and triatomic molecules at infinite dilution. Inde
in these cases the possible effects due to correlation ext
ing for more than two steps can efficiently be determined
manipulating the data arising from a one-step and two-s
analysis of the MD trajectory. The differences between
diffusion coefficients calculated according to the vario
models and those obtained through the standard MD me
highlight very clearly the extent and the nature of the cor
lation effects influencing the diffusion in silicalite.

III. DISCUSSION

The diffusion coefficients obtained from the MSDs va
ues computed according to the three statistical models an
the standard MD method are reported in Table I. The E
stein equation̂ x2(t)&52Dxt has been applied to the thre
cartesian components, andD51/3(Dx1Dy1Dz).

Despite the better performances of the two-step mo
compared to the simple RW in all cases, Table I shows
both models overestimate the diffusion coefficients, co
pared to the values computed directly8 from the MD trajec-
tory. We highlighted16 that negative correlation effects a
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to AIP
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responsible for such deviations: when the probability that
molecule performs two jumps in opposite directions alon
channel is higher than the probability of moving twice in t
same direction the real23 diffusion coefficient is decreased a
compared to what would be expected in the absence of
relation. From the data in Table I, it is clear that the pred
tions of the random-walk model are much more affected
these effects. However, the two-step model also sligh
overestimates theD value in all cases: this is due to negativ
correlations spanning more than two jumps, because the
step model properly discriminates between the double jum
in the same and opposite directions, i.e., it accurately
cludes first-order correlations. By observing the monodim
sional diffusion coefficients, it appears that negative corre
tions ~both first and higher order! are mostly present in the
sinusoidal channel:Dx

RW.Dx
two-step.Dx

MD for all considered
molecules; on the other hand, in the straight channel theDy

values show the presence of considerable first-order nega
correlations only for the longest species studied, iodine
carbon disulfide, while no higher order correlations a
seemingly present (Dy

RW.Dy
two-step'Dy

MD). The trend of the
Dz values is similar to that in the zigzag channel as
motion alongz, proceeding through specific sequences
jumps alongx and y, should be influenced by correlatio
effects in both channels in a more complex way.

TheN-step model for the most part removes the errors
the Dx andDz values predicted by the two-step model~due
to high-order negative correlations in the zigzag chann!
and the resulting agreement with the totalD is very good for

TABLE I. Diffusion coefficients calculated from:~a! the standard MD
method;~b! the random-walk model;~c! the two-step model;~d! the N-step
model.

D Dx Dy Dz

Cl2
~a! 0.6760.09 0.7360.14 1.160.3 0.1460.04
~b! 0.87 1.15 1.2 0.27
~c! 0.70 0.81 1.1 0.19
~d! 0.62 0.63 1.07 0.15

Br2

~a! 0.2260.04 0.2260.06 0.3760.09 0.06260.02
~b! 0.44 0.70 0.49 0.13
~c! 0.30 0.39 0.42 0.083
~d! 0.24 0.27 0.39 0.061

I2

~a! 0.1160.01 0.09560.02 0.2260.04 0.02760.006
~b! 0.327 0.337 0.55 0.0955
~c! 0.155 0.16 0.261 0.0452
~d! 0.103 0.10 0.18 0.029

CO2

~a! 0.6660.11 0.5860.12 1.2560.3 0.1660.03
~b! 1.17 1.64 1.5 0.36
~c! 0.85 0.99 1.3 0.24
~d! 0.69 0.70 1.20 0.18

CS2

~a! 0.2860.05 0.1960.04 0.5960.15 0.0660.01
~b! 0.656 0.84 0.92 0.20
~c! 0.386 0.44 0.62 0.10
~d! 0.289 0.31 0.49 0.066
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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7591J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 17, 1 November 2000 MD trajectories of linear molecules in silicalite
all molecules. Only for chlorine the predictions of two-st
andN-step models are comparable, showing that in this c
almost all correlation is lost after two single jumps, i.e., t
‘‘correlation length’’ for Cl2 is about 20 Å, while it is longer
for the other molecules. It is rather surprising that CO2,
which has about the same length and mass even lower
Cl2, shows a significantly correlated motion, i.e., first- a
higher-order correlations. This proves that the presence
extent of correlation effects are not easily predictable,
instance, on the basis of pure molecular and geometrica
rameters.

It is interesting to consider the values of the correlat
coefficients for the straight and zigzag channels reporte
Table II; they are always negative, confirming that the m
ecules tend to jump backward compared to uncorrelated
tion. The negative correlation is more marked in the zigz
channel and it increases going to longer molecules. T
agrees with the observations made on the basis of the d
sion coefficients alone; indeed, thex value is only influenced
by first-order correlations which are significant for Cl2 also
(DRW.DMD). In order to quantitatively capture the extent
higher-order correlations a different expression for the c
relation coefficient would be needed. In any case, thex val-
ues are influenced only by the tendency to go forward
backward within the same channel. Another kind of corre
tion concerns the tendency to remain in a channel or to
in a different channel; the ‘‘randomization ratios’’ we intro
duced in Ref. 16 precisely depend on these effects. Acc
ing to the N-step model, Eq.~1!, the x value affects the
diffusion coefficients only because a greater~more positive!
x should lead to a greater number of jumpsper sequence, but
the total number of sequences is not influenced by it. On
other hand, the randomization ratios influence both term
Eq. ~1! because when a molecule tends to switch chan
often the number of jumps per sequence decreases bu
number of sequences increases. Then it is a rather diffi
task to embed all these effects into a single correlation c
ficient that could be quantitatively related to the diffusi
coefficients, but some qualitative details of the diffusi
mechanism can be separately worked out from the two ty
of correlation coefficients mentioned above.

An interesting capability of theN-step method is to al-
low the obtaining of new details concerning the diffusi
motion on the basis of the two critical factors determini
the MSD @Eq. ~1!#: the MSD per sequence@related to the
average number of jumps in each sequence, Eq.~3!#, and the
number of sequences in each channel, Eq.~2!; they are re-
ported in Table III. Note that theNseq number depends lin
early on the observation time: the factor in square bracket

TABLE II. Correlation coefficients in the straight and zigzag channels.

x~zigzag channel! x~straight channel!

Cl2 20.47 20.12
Br2 20.60 20.13
I2 20.76 20.63
CO2 20.60 20.20
CS2 20.63 20.42
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Eq. ~2! is approximately constant, i.e., the ratio between
parameters appearing in this factor does not change with
observation time. We putt51 ns in Eq.~2! to get an esti-
mate ofNseq suitable for comparison, but the exact observ
tion time is not relevant for this purpose.

The adimensional MSDs per sequence,^n2&seq, repre-
sent the square of the effective number of jumps in the sa
direction~i.e., taking into account forward and backward d
placements!. They vary between one and two showing th
during a sequence of several consecutive jumps in the s
channel a molecule normally does not depart by more t
two intersections from the original one. This is connected
the high probability of two steps in opposite directio
~negative correlation! already pointed out in our precedin
articles.15,16 This effect is more marked in the sinu
soidal channel and ultimately leads to the typical relat
Dx,Dy .

The lightest molecule CO2 carries out the largest numbe
of sequences in the observation time but the distance cov
in each sequence is shorter than for chlorine, probably on
basis of the weaker negative correlations shown by Cl2 ~see
above!. This results in very similar diffusion coefficients fo
the two species. The diffusion constants of bromine and c
bon disulfide are also similar and in this case also theN-step
parameters do not show marked differences. Iodine sh
the lowest number of sequences in 1 ns, due to its la
mass, and the MSD per sequence is also the lowest, due
to negative correlations and to kinetic reasons. In general
data of Table III show that the MSD per sequence does
vary very much for these molecules while the number
sequences carried out appears to be more crucial in deter
ing the diffusion coefficient. In other words, for these sy
tems correlation effects connected to the motion within
same channel, represented byx, are likely to be less critical
than correlations related to the motion between the two ch
nel systems~embodied for example in the randomization r
tios! which directly affect the total number of sequences.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we attempted to show that important da
regarding the diffusion mechanism in silicalite, as well as
nature and extent of correlation effects, can be obtained
comparing the predictions of different statistical models co
ering different levels of correlation. The basic analysis of t
molecular trajectory generated by MD provides the fund
mental properties~probabilities and time lengths! of single-
and double-step events. These data are enough to provid
diffusion coefficients predicted:~a! in absence of correlation

TABLE III. Parameters of theN-step model.

Nseq
sc 5Nseq

zc

(t51 ns)
^n2&seq

~zigzag channel!
^n2&seq

~straight channel!

Cl2 8.65 1.45 2.50
Br2 3.77 1.45 2.08
I2 2.015 1.03 1.81
CO2 10.9 1.28 2.23
CS2 4.45 1.38 2.23
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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~b! with first-order correlation included;~c! with N-step cor-
relation included. Comparing these values between th
selves and with the reference diffusion constants directly
culated by the trajectory~i.e., without any underlying
statistical diffusion model!, one is able to discern what kin
and order of correlation affects the molecular propagation
different species. Ana priori estimate of these data is no
easy to get, or may lead to wrong guesses. For example
different nature of correlation effects observed for Cl2 and
CO2 molecules is hardly predictable through their physi
and geometrical parameters alone. It would be highly de
able to embed all the characteristics of correlation effe
into a representative single coefficient, depending on
single- and two-step data. However, we showed tha
should be possible to combine the information stemm
from different correlation coefficients to gain further deta
on the correlation effects.

Another interesting topic would be to further investiga
the link between the two-step andN-step models. In all ex-
amined cases the extension to theN-step model, essentially
based on the two-step parameters, resulted very appr
ately. Further work is needed to test this interdependence
more complex sorbed molecules in silicalite, i.e., syste
showing different adsorption and diffusion patterns.
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